Rae Chandran- Webinar 7: Codes of Ascension and Geometrical Patterns
CODES OF ASCENSION AND GEOMETRICAL PATTERNS Q & A

21. 7. 18

Q1: How do I interpret the number patterns that I see often?
U don’t interpret
Meditate and anchor the numbers into yr physical body.
Breathe it in into yr body.
Q2: I keep seeing the number 1144 for a very long time. I feel there is a message for me.
How do I know the meaning?
Meditate and anchor the number into yr physical body.
There is a general meaning behind these numbers.
1 means - oneness, 4 means - the four elements
Thru which you must work to balance the elements
Breathe in the numbers and anchor the numbers in yr physical body
Q3: What about colors?
Colours have a very big significance
Colours not only affect yr personality, yr emotional body but colors also feed the soul.
Colours can balance the sacred geometric pattern in yr physical body n this is why when u see
paintings or anything of beautiful colors u are drawn to it.When we are down energetically u can
bring the colors.
Did u know that?
3a. Is there any color that we need to avoid?
Yr body will tell u.
There is one secret.
All of you can do this, even now
Exercise 1: Anchoring the energy of colors into water
Bring the colors to you by opening yr hands and calling the colors and anchoring the color into a
glass of water. Let it stay for 15 minutes and then drink that water. It will bring the energy of the
colors into u.
Exercise 2: Anchoring the spirit of the color turquoise
I give u an example now.
Open yr palms like this
And say I call for the spirit of the color turquoise to come into
me
Just breathe it in.
U will feel vibrations in the middle of yr palm.

Now u can breathe in any color
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Exercise 3: Anchoring the spirit of gold
So lets say someone in yr family is very down and depressed
U can do yr hands like this
Now sayI call forth the energy of the spirit of gold to
come into me
Open the palms and be there for 1 whole
minute
Anchor this energy into yr house, into yr
bed, into any place u want healing
U will feel energy in yr palms.

Now u can bring all colors.
Colours generate good energy to balance the geometric patterns
Exercise 4: Anchoring the spirit of the color purple
Brother Unni u are a master of healing.
Bring the color purple into yr hands and anchor unto people who are ready to leave the
planet.
Beautiful thing is each color has a spirit.
So when u bring the color u are bringing the spirit into yr hands.

Exercise 5: Anchoring the spirit of the rainbow
Open yr palms like this
Close yr eyes.
Breathe and be relaxed
Saycall forth the rainbow colors to come to me.
I call for the spirit of the rainbow and the codes of
the rainbow to be anchored into my hands.

U will feel sparkles of energy coming.
Beautiful sparkles.
Shining silver, shining blue many colors like a star
U will feel energy in yr palms.
Bring this energy into yr house.
U will have the rainbow spirit staying in yr house.
There will be harmony in the house.
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Healing, balance, love n yr chakras will be balanced.
Yr sacred geometric pattern will get balanced.
These are beautiful loving spirits.

3c. What is yr soul made off?
What ingredients go in into making yr soul?
One of it is the Rainbow Spirit
That’s why when u see the rainbow u feel so good n nice.
This is because u are remembering the part within u.
3d.Do we need to keep balancing our geometric patterns everyday?
Yes, u need to for yr ascension.
U need to keep it in pristine conditions.
The more u keep it in pristine condition the more oneness and purity u will have within u.
*** HOMEWORK for each of you.
Please everyday breathe Rainbow energy and download it to one home.
Any home, first yr home and then to any other home especially to poor peoples’ home.
U are not just bringing the energy, u are bringing the SPIRIT
3e. Can we bring this to a whole village or so?
Of course it can be done.
But first we must practice then u can anchor into the whole city, the world to every home that
needs healing and balancing. And to Mother Earth too.
Exercise 6: Anchoring the spirit of the moon

Bring your hand like this
And say I call forth the energy of the moon to come to me.
Breathe it in

When u feel the energy in yr palms
Then u say I send this energy to all the people who are ready to leave this planet.
So that they may leave with peace in their body, mind and soul.
Can u feel the energy in yr palms?
It is a different energy.
This energy will help people who are ready to leave the body.
So the soul can go without much fear to the next life.
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Do not be afraid of death.
It’s the moon who comes to greet you when u are born and it’s the moon that picks u up
when u are leaving yr body.
I give u one more thing to think.
We have a big eclipse coming on the 27/7
It will be seen all over the world.
The projected time is the 27th but this energy has started it’s journey almost 71/2 years back.
ACCESS THAT ENERGY NOW! Then u don't have to wait for the 27th. It is said that the
journey of a thousand miles has started at one time. So the journey of the the eclipse on the
27th has started long, long back.
Exercise 7: Anchoring the energy and spirit of the eclipse of the moon.

Open yr palms like this

But this time the left hand going up like this
Yr palms are open upwards
And the head a lit bit tilted
Now sayI call forth the energy of the eclipse to come to me.
And I am calling forth the spirit of the eclipse to come
to me.

U will feel incredible downloads of energy on yr forehead and yr hands.
Strong energy in the middle of yr right palm.

Now when u feel the energy, open yr palms
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And the hand that feels the most energy bring it to the
medulla oblongata where the head and the neck joins
Gently keep yr hand there.
Just breathe thru the palms into the medulla oblongata.

You will feel energy coming out to the front of yr forehead
U may see sparkles of light coming out and even a
sun being created.

This is why when u look at the Mayans or some of the kings n priests of ancient traditions, they
wore a hat that represented the sun coming out from them. The highest energy , potential
energy to awaken, this sun energy is in the forehead during the eclipse especially the
lunar eclipse.
So what I am saying is u don't have to wait for the 27th, u can bring in the energy right now.
Did anyone feel energy in yr forehead. It’s very simple, u see.
This is the power the human beings carry.
For heavens sake please trust and love yourselves.
U are powerful beings.
U are angelic beings.
Do not, do not put yourself down.
Your soul energy contains the energy of angels within u.
U are angelic beings.
Yr DNA contains the energy of angels within u.
U must love every part of yourselves.
Bring in the other 12 of u and join with you.
U can attain ascension n some of u even this year.
U can!
I am waiting for u my brothers and my sisters.
This is Metraton.
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Final words with Master Yeshua
My family, open yr heart n receive this light from me.
The light of Omega
U are the Omega Man
But that’s not the only one
I envelop u with Omega Magnum Consciousness.

This Magnum Consciousness has never been revealed to the World at this time.
The Magnum Consciousness contains the Avatar Codes in the human body.
I see u not just having ascension, I see u holding Avatar Consciousness.
Too grand… u think?
Put on the hat of an Avatar.
If u feel a calling in yr heart in yr meditation sayI go for the Omega Magnum Consciousness.
Exercise 8: Anchoring Omega Magnum Consciousness

Everybody close yr eyes.
Bring yr attention to above yr 3rd eye.
Say 6x
M… A …G… N… U …M

We ask all of u not to stay in the comfort zone.
Reach for the stars.
U might not have heard about magnum consciousness but today, now u understand.
This is the consciousness that I carried, Buddha carried, Sai Baba carried.
So I call all of you Avatars.
I withdraw my energy at this time.
This is Yeshua
Some of u will feel energy or pressure on yr forehead
If u have a calling in yr heart, just meditate with the Magnum Consciousness everyday
U will see fire sparks start coming out from yr head.
This Magnum Consciousness is coming from the very heart of the Creator itself.
This is our gift to all of u thru brother Rae.
Yeshua with the other Masters who are present here today.
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May Peace be yr experience from this moment onwards.
Choose peace
Choose everything.
U choose to eat what u want is it not?
U choose the shoes, the clothes u want to wear.
Same way choose the emotions u want to experience.
Choose the habit u want to embody.
Choose the actions u want to create.
Magnum Consciousness will help u to do all these.
I AM Yeshua.
Thank you to all of you
Rae: B4 I go I want to tell u something. I did not have any idea what was going to come today
But I had a feeling that something special is going to come today, today’s message is very
profound because it’s completely new… first time. And it happened for 2 reasons. All of yr
beautiful energy created a beautiful environment for the Masters to come thru to bring these
new understanding. It tells me one thing, although u will not admit- U are all advanced students
of ascension. This group energy created this channeling , I really liked it. I hope u enjoyed as
much as I enjoyed.
Brother Kepler, work with this Magnum Consciousness.
Q4: Can u share the chant for drought that is happening in Australia now?
There is great drought in Australia.Some farmers committed suicide. We channelled this sound:
Exercise 9: Anchoring the energy and spirit for rainfall
The spirit of the cloud is called IMA
The spirit of the mist is called HUWA
1.Before u chant, invoke these 2 spirits IMA HUWA
If u raise yr hand u will feel incredible energy
2.Then chant this:
EA HAE
LA NUM
MU KO
3.Chant for 45 minutes or 1 hr 45 minutes in 1 sitting.
4.Imagine u are soaking wet in the rain.
If u feel u want to help Earth n farmers where there is no water n rain, u may want to try it out n
also teach this to others. Helping people must become a natural part of yr life. It is one of
the fastest way to ascension. Continuously helping without thinking. How to uplift thru yr
smile, gesture or anything.
Thank u ,Thank u, Thank u
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